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A NOTE OX THE PROBLEM OF THE SLOPING BEACH 1) 
BY 
H. A. LAUWERIER 
(Communice.ted by Prof. D. VAX DAN'I.'ZIG at the m.eeting of February 28, 1959) 
§ 1. I ntrod1tction 
The problem of the nature of the progressing >vaves over a uniformly 
sloping beach is amply discussed in the 'veil-known book of Stoker on 
water waves (STOKER, 1957). The problem has been considered first by 
}fiCHE (1944) who treated the case of two-dimensional waves over beaches 
sloping at the angles :r/2n with n an integer. For slope angles which are 
rational multiples of a right angle of the special form pnj2n with p any 
odd integer smaller than 2n the problem has been treated independently 
by LEWY (1946). The problem has been treated since by a number of 
writers culminating in the work of PETERS (1952) and RoSEAU (1952) 
who solved the general case of threedimensional waves over beaches 
sloping at an arbitrary angle. For fuller technical and bibliographical 
information the reader is referred to the relevant chapter in Stoker's 
book. 
In this paper the general problem is solved anew by making use of a 
method devised by VAN DANTZIG (1958) in dealing with a similar type 
of problem. In this way the solutions are obtained in a new form which 
makes them perhaps more amenable to a further treatment. 
The method rests in principle on the possibility of representing the 
solution by a Fourier integral (4.1). The boundary conditions induce a 
functional equation ( 4. 7) which can be solved explicitly. There are two 
solutions leading to two types of progressing waves which are out of 
phase at infinity. 
The solution of the general problem is preceded by a discussion of the 
special case of the reflection of three-dimensional waves against a vertical 
cliff. In this case the solution can be found in a very simple way. 
§ 2. The problern 
Let the beach be represented in cylindrical coordinates (r, cp, z) by 
r>O, O<cp<O<n, -oo<z<oo where cp=O at the bottom and cp=O at 
the undisturbed surface of the sea. The line r = 0, - oo < z < oo represents 
the shore. Sometimes also Cartesian coordinates will be used with 
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:r =~ r cos r; and y = J' sin r;. Our notation is the same as that. of Stoker 
wit.h some non-essential modifications. 
Then we seek a velocity potential rp satisfying 
(2.1) 
for which 
(2.2) ~: = 0 at the bottom r; = 0, 
and 
(2.3) ~ ""' + ~ "2 "' = 0 at the surface m = e, r ilcp g ()t2 -r 
where g is the constant of gravity. 
The velocity potential rp is sought m the form 
(2.4) rp = ei!al+kz) f( 1'' ({J)' 
a and k are real constants with k>O, so that f(r, r;) satisfies the Helmholtz 
equation 
(2.5) 
and the boundary conditions 
(2.6) ()/ = 0 
ocp for r; = 0, 
(2.7) !Of for r; === (), --- rnf = 0 
r ocp 
where rn = a2fg. 
Further at infinity rp should behave like a progressive wave. A 
progressive wave rpo satisfying 2.1 and 2.3 can be represented by 
(2.8) rpo = ei!at+kz> exp [ikr sh {,x+i(() -r;)}], 
where ch <X=rnfk. 
We shall assume that rn > k so that the existence of a proper progressive 
wave is secured. We note that then ex is real, we shall suppose <X> 0, so 
that at the surface r; = () the velocity potential is oscillatory at infinity. 
The crests of the waves are at the angle {3 to the shore line which is 
determined by tg f3=kJVrn2·-k2. 
·without loss of generality we may take k = I. This is equivalent to 
taking k-1 as the unit of length. The problem can now be reformulated 
as follows. 
To find a solution of the Helmholtz equation 
(2.9) 
satisfying 
(2.10) of = 0 for r; ~= 0, 
ocp 
and 
1 of 
--- f ch <X= 0 for m = 0, 
T orp r 
and for which at the surface 
f=exp(irshcx)--0(1) for r-+oo. 2.12 
There are two solutions satisfying 2.9, 2.10 and 2.11 which are "out of 
phase" at infinity. A suitable linear combination of them will lead to a 
solution having the form of an arbitrary progressive \vave at infinity. 
These two solutions are of the J 0 and the Yo type at the surface, i.e. 
one of them has a logarithmic singularity at r = 0 whereas the other is 
regular at r = 0. 
§ 3. A vertical cliff 
If f) =n/2 the problem becomes physically that of the reflection of 
progressing waves against a vertical cliff. In Cartesian coordinates the 
problem can be formulated as follows. 
To find a function f (x, y) satisfying for x > 0, y > 0 the Helmholtz 
equation 
i3.l) 
with the boundary conditions 
(3.2) 
and 
(3.3) 
It is clear that 
(3.4) 
of = 0 for y = 0, 
oy 
• 
~~ + f ch ex = 0 for x = 0. 
uX · 
00 I e-xchw+iv•h"'"P(w)dw, 
-·co 
where "P(w) is an arbitrary function may represent a solution of 3.1. 
The boundary conditions 3.2 and 3.3 require that 
co 
I e-'"chw sh W'ljJ(w)dw = 0, 
-co 
and 
00 
I eivah'" ( ch w- ch ex) "P(w) dw = 0. 
--00 
If ex is complex and if either 0 < Im o; < n or - n < Im ex< 0 these conditions 
are solved by 
chw 
"P( W) = ch w - clw · 
Hence we obtain the solution 
00 
(3.5) f(x,y) = __!__, J e·-xchw+ivshw chw dw. 
· ~ ~w-~x 
-.':X) 
If Im x --+ 0 we obtain from 3.5 by taking either Im "> 0 or Im x < 0 
00 
(3.6) f(x. 'IJ) -- __!__, l r"' ell w-'-iyBh If chw dw :.:!:: cth X e·-xch" cos (y Rh x). 
· ·· 2m J ehw--chcx 
-oc 
where the integral is a Cauchy integral with respect to w = ± x. In this 
way two independent solutions of the problem are obtained. By taking 
snm and difference we get the standard solutions 
(3.7) fi(x. y) = e- "'ch"' cos (y sh x), 
and 
00 
(3.8) f2(x y) = !J=e-zchw+ivshw chw dw. 
' ~ J chw--chcx 
-00 
In view of 
00 
(3.9) t f e-zchw+ivshw dw = Ko(r) 
-00 
we may deduce from 3.8 that 
3.10 /2 (x, y) = Ko(r) + 0(1) for 1'--+ 0, 
which shows that the second solution has a logarithmic singularity at r = 0. 
The behaviour of /2(x, y) at infinity follows from 3.8 if the righthand 
side is replaced by 
oo+ic 
1 J e-:rchw"·ivshw chw dw+-l{Res (w = -x) +Res (w = "')} 
'2 chw --ch IX ~ "" 
-oo+ic 
where c is real and 0 < c < n. If x = 0 and y --+ oo the integral vanishes 
exponentially whereas the half sum of the residues gives an oscillatory 
contribution. Explicitly 
/2(0, y)= -ncth x sin (y sh x)...i-0(1} for y--+ oo. 3.11 
From 3.8 an expression will now be derived which is given in Stoker's 
book. We note that 
0~ {e"' 0h'''.f2(x,y)} = e·ch" 0~Ko(r), 
so that by integration (cf. Stoker I.e. formula 5.3.13) 
(3.12) 
:X f2(x,y) c~ e-o:ch" f euch"dKo(Vu2+y2). 
-00 
§ -!. The general case 
\Ve shall nmv consider the general case 2.9, 2.10 and 2.11. According 
to Van Dantzig (l.c. theorem 1) the Helmholtz equation 2.9 has the 
general solution 
co 
(4.1) f(r,rp) = J e-irshw{Fl(w+irp)+Fz(-w+irp)}clw, 
-co 
where F1 and F3 are holomorphic functions of their arguments in the 
strip determined by 0 < rp <e. 
The boundary condition ::uo gives 
(4.2) J e-irshwchw{F1(w)-F2(-w)}dw= 0. 
-co 
The boundary condition 2.11 gives 
00 
(4.3) J e-irshw{(chw+chc.:)F1(w+ifJ)-(chw-chC<)F2(-w+ifJ)}dw= 0. 
-00 
Sufficient conditions for 4.2 and 4.3 are 
4.4 
and 
4.5 (ch w- ch C<)F2( -w + ifJ) = (ch w + ch C<)F1(w + ifJ). 
If we put 
4.6 F 1(w) =H(w) , F 2(w) =H( -w) 
then H(w) satisfies the functional equation 
(4.7) H(w+iO) H(w-iO) 
chw-ch!X 
chw+ch!X · 
It will be shown in the following section that for real e< there are two 
independent solutions H 1 and H 2 which are free from zeros and poles 
in the strip - fJ < Im w < fJ and which are bounded at infinity. In particular 
\lim H1(w) = sgn (Re w) for IRe wl ---7- = 
(lim H 2(w) = 1 for IRe wl ->- =· 4.R 
We have the following explicit result 
(4.9) H (w) = 2tsh!v(w-tni) Ho(w) 1 (chvw+chv!X)i 
( 4.10) H ( ) 2t ch tv( w-!ni) H ( ) 2 w = 0 w (ch vw +ch v!X)l ' 
with P=njfJ, and 
co 
( 4.11) H ( ) _ . J sin wt cos !Xt th tnt dt o w - exp ~ -t- shOt ' 
valid for I Im wl < (). 
16 Series A 
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Both H 1(w) and H2(w) are meromorphic functions with simple poles 
and zeros. Both functions have simple poles at w = - i() + x and simple 
zeros at w=ifJ+x. 
For f(r, cp) we may write in view of 4.6 
00 
(4.12) /1,2{r,cp) = I e-irshw{H1,2(w+icp)+H1.2(w-icp)}dw. 
-00 
From 4.8 it follows that /l(r, cp) is continuous at r=O and that /2(r, cp) 
has a logarithmic singularity at r = 0. The behaviour at infinity of 
f(r, cp) is determined by the residues of the poles of H1, 2(w) at w= -ifJ--;-x. 
\Ve obtain at the surface 
4.13 /1, 2(r, cp) ,...._, A1, 2 exp ir sh x+ B1, 2 exp -ir sh x 
with two different independent linear combinations. 
In the special case () = !n we obtain 
(4.14) H ( ) _ ch w H ( ) _ sh w 1 W - shw+icha' 2 w - shw+icho.:' 
By substitution of these results in 4.12 the formulae 3.7 and 3.8 of the 
previous section can easily be derived. 
§ 5. Solution of the functional equation 
We shall assume that H'(w)JH(w) can be represented in the following 
way as a Fourier transform 
00 
(5.1) H'(w)jH(w) = I e-iwt tp(t) dt. 
-00 
Logarithmic differentiation of the functional equation 4. 7 gives 
(5.2) H'( + 'O) H'( ,· '()) d l chw-cho.: 2cho.:shw - w ~ -- w-~ =- n = ~,------=...,..... H H dw chw+cha.: ch2 w-ch2 o.:' 
Substitution of 5.1 gives 
(5.3) 
-oo 
In order to avoid difficulties at w = ± x we shall assume that x is complex, 
Until further notice we shall consider the case -n<Im x<O. Then 
inversion of 5.3 gives 
00 
(5.4) shOt (t) = _!_ J eiwt cho.:shw dw. 1p 2:n: ch2 w-ch2 o.: 
-00 
From the calculus of residues it easily follows that 
(5.5) h Ot (t) = sin (o.:+!:n:i)t s "P 2cht:n:t · 
We note that VJ(t) is an even function of t so that 5.1 becomes a cosine 
transform. Substitution of 5.5 gives 
00 
(5.6) H'( )/H( ) = j. t sin(cx+tni)t dt w w cos w shfJtchtnt . 
0 
If we define H(O) = 1 integration of 5.6 gives 
00 
(5.7) H( ) I. sin wt sin (ex +tni)t dt w = exp -- -,.....;;.:--';--"';--:-
• t shfJtchtnt · 
0 
This expression converges if lim wl <0-Im "'· 
If the expression 5.4 is substituted straight away into 5.1 we obtain 
Since 1) 
(5.8) 
00 00 
1 J d chu-chcx J sinut H'(w)jH(w) = -;if, du In chu+chcx du cos wt shOt dt. 
0 0 
00 f sinut v shvu cos wt sh()t dt = 2 chvw+chvu 
0 
where v=n/0 and lim wl <0, 
this expression reduces to 
00 
H'(w)jH(w) = __ 1_ J shvu dIn chu-chcx = 
2()i chvw+chvu chu+ch ex 
0 
00 
= _1_ J ln chu-cha .!!:_ { shvw ) du 
2fJi chu+chcx dw chvu+chvw 
0 
so that 
00 
(5.9) 1 J (cht-cha) shvw d H(w) = exp 2fJi ln cht+chcx chvt+chvw t, 
0 
convergent for lim wl <0. 
From 5. 7 it follows that for Re w ~ ± oo the asymptotic behaviour of 
H(w) is 
lim H(w) = exp ± ~ (cX+}ni). 
From 5.9 we may derive a result which says a little more 
(5.10) H(w) = exp ± i(cX+fni)+O (exp-IRewl)· 
Tne analytic continuation of H(w) can be found by expansion of H(w) 
in an infinite product as Van Dantzig has demonstrated for his 
1) ERDELYI et al. Integral transforms I, formula 1.9.53. 
~:36 
E-functions (l.c. Appendix). In fact H(w) can be easily expressed in these 
functions. 
We shall use t.he following Laplace transform 
(5.11) 
"" 
J. -pi 1-cosat dt _ 11 (l . a') e t - 2 n . -·- p" . 
From 5.7 we can derive 
(5.12) 
where 
"" H(w) = exp2 J (1 -c·o,.;w1t) ~-(1 cosw"t) 2 (-1)"e-stat, 
llt.TI 
w1 =w-'-x+ini, 
W2=W-cx-ini, 
S =(2m+1)0+(2n+1)tn, 
and where m and n run through the non-negative integers. Application 
of 5.11 gives the formal expansion 
111 ( 1 + ~!) 112 ( 1 +'~!) 
H(w) = 0 2 ., , 
112(1+~!) 111(1+~;) 
( 5.13) 
where in Ih n is even and in Ih :n is odd. This expansion can be made 
convergent in the usual way by introduction of suitable exponential 
factors. The factor 0 is a constant which can be determined by the 
condition H(O) = l. It follows that H(w) is meromorphic with simple 
poles and zeros. The poles are 
W= -cx+i(-tn+S) 
W= cx+i(in+S) 
for odd n 
for even n. 
The "nearest" pole and zero are a pole at w = - iO +ex and a zero at 
w=iO-cx. 
In the preceding discussion we took -n<Im cx<O. If, however, we 
consider the case O<Im cx<n the only difference is that in formula 5.7 
ex must be replaced by -ex. The same remark applies to 5.10 and 5.13. 
We shall now take ex real. If we define 
H+(w) =lim H(w) for Im ex-+ -0, 
and 
H-(w)=lim H(w) for Im ex-> +0 
then both H+(w) and H-(w) are solutions of the original functional 
equation. We have from 5.7 
00 
(5.14) H±(w) = ex J sinwt sin(±o.<+tni)t dt P t shBtchtnt ' 
0 
valid for lim wl <0. 
It. follows from 5.14 that H±(w) can be written in the form 
5.15 H±(Ic) ~ (G(u:))±1Ji0 (w). 
It. is clear that 
00 
(5.16) H ( ) _ . J sin wt cos ext · th tnt dt o w - exp t -t - sh ()t • 
0 
For G(w) we find 
00 
G( ) = J' sin wt sin ext dt w exp t sh()t · 
0 
By integration of 5.8 it easily follows that 
(5.17) 
We might also start from 5.9. If we consider H+(w) the argument of 
ch t- ch 1X is to be taken as n. Then we find 
~ 00 
H , ( ) vI shvw dt 1 J l lcht-chcxl shvw dt :c w = exp ± - · exp - n · ,---~----;--2 chvt+chvw 28i cht+chcx chvt+chvw · 
0 0 
This result gives the same expression 5.17 for G(w), but for Ho(w) a 
different expression is obtained. 
00 
(5.18) 1 I lcht--chcxl shvw Ho(w) = exp 2()i ln cht+ch1X chvt+chvw dt. 
0 
The functions H+(w) and H-(w) are independent solutions of the 
functional equation 4. 7. They may be replaced by any other linearly 
independent pair. We shall take linear combinations H1(w) and H2(w) 
which have the property that 
5.19 
\ H1(w)=sgn (Re w)+O (exp-IRe wJ) 
t Hz(w) c~ 1 + o (exp ·-IRe u·l) 
as Re w --+ ± oo. 
A simple calculation shows that 
5.20 
~ (ch vw+ ch P1X)iH1(w) = 2t sh iP(w- ini)Ho(w) 
( (ch PW+ ch P1X)iH2(w) = 2! ch iP(w- ~ni)Ho(w) 
and that 
5.21 
~ sh P1XH1(w) = ch ~P(1X- fni)H+(w)- ch fP(iX -'- §ni)H-(w), 
( sh P£XH2(w) = sh !P(1X- !ni)H+(w) --'- sh ~-P(iX ··· ~;ri)H-(w). 
§ 6. The 81trface waves 
At the surface of the sea we have 
00 
(6.1) /1,2(r, 0) = f e-irshw {H1,2(w+ifJ) +H1,2(w-iO)} dw. 
-00 
It must be noted that the integrand has poles at w = - x and at w = x 
so that the integral has to be interpreted as a Cauchy integral with 
respect to the points w = ± x. 
If u· is real, we shall write w=u, and we have by virtue of 4.7 
(6.2) H(u+iO) +H(u-i()) = h2chuh H(u+iO). 
c u-c ex 
Prom 5.20 it foll'ows that 
(6.3) 
'H1(u+i0)= 2ii(ch JJo.:- ch JJU)-i ch !JJ(u-fni)Ho(u+ifJ) 
~ H2(u+i0)=2li(ch JJx-ch JJu)-t sh fv(u-ini)Ho(u+iO). 
Further 5.16 gives 
00 00 
1 H ( + '()) = . I sin(u+tni)t cosext dt +.I sinut cosextsh(!n-O)t dt 
n O u ~ ~ t ch tnt ~ t sh Ot ch tnt · 
0 0 
The first integral on the right-hand side is a well known sine transform 1 ). 
We find eventually 
00 
(6.4) H ( '()) = (chtX-chu)t . I sinut cos tXt sh (tn-O)t dt 0 u + ~ ch ex + ch u exp ~ t shOt ch tnt · 
0 
If this is substituted in 6.3 we find 
(6.5) . ch . ( 2(chu-chtX) }! . H1,2(u+~()) = h !v(u-fm) ( h h )( 1 + h ) ~tf>(u), s c vu -c vex c 1 u c ex 
where 
(6.6) 
00 
,~..() = .Isinutcoso.:tsh(tn-O)tdt 
't' u exp ~ t sh Ot ch tnt · 
0 
The solution is now given by 6.1, 6.2, 6.5 and 6.6. Explicitly 
~I () 2 . Ioo -irshu chu { 2(chu-chcx) }! 1 2(r ) = ~ e . 
• ' chu-ch ex (ch vu -ch vex) (chu+ch cx) 
f -oo • ~~ tv(u- tni) t/>(u) du. (6.7) 
We note that in the special case of the vertical cliff where v = 2 the 
function tf> equals unity. 
Also in the special case () =n which is often called the dock problem 
simplifications occur. 
1) Cf. ERDELYI I.e. 2.9.46. 
From 6.6 it follows that 
(6.8) 
00 
)_I, \ _ , f Sin Ut COS e<t dt 'f'~u1 ~ exp -• j ------ . t l +chnt 
-00 
In view of Erdelyi l.c. formula 1.9.6 this can be transformed into 
"+u 
(6.9) l J t cf>(u) = exp 2ni sht dt. 
"-u 
In this case 6. 7 becomes with 8 =n 
00 
(6.10) \ 
I 
I (r 8) = 2i J e-irshu chu chtu-ish-!u cf>(u) du 1 
' chu-che< (chu+che<)t 
-00 
00 
i2(r 8) = 2i J e-irshu chu shtu-ichiu cf>(u) du. 
' chu-che< (chu+che<)t 
-00 
Lack of time has thus far prevented the numerical computation of the 
surface waves for some particular case. 
§ 7. Peter's solution 
In order to compare our result 4.12 to that of Peters (cf. Stoker l.c. 
5.4.25) we shall also give his solution. Peters finds in his notation i.e. 
for the solution of 
in the sector - 8 < <p < 0(!) which satisfies 
where 
(7.2) 
and 
(7.3) 
with 
of 
- = 0 
orp for <p = -8, 
1 of 
- - -I = 0 for <p = 0 
r orp 
0 
h( ,.) = _l J logm(~liv) dt 1: 
"' exp 2ni ~-cv ,., arg ,. = - n, 
-00 
r1 = i(l+ Vl-k2) , r2 = i(l- Vl-k2), v = n/8. 
The contours P 1 and P 2 are indicated in the following figure. The path 
:240 
P 2 differ::; from P 1 only in the direction in which the part m the upper 
half-plane is traversed. 
Fig. 1 
If Peters' result is translated in our notation with the dimensionless 
variables of§ 2 we obtain by putting k= 1/ch IX, C=wf2ch IX, ;= (8/2ch IX)•, 
z---+ zch IX 
(7.4) f 1 f l.( _1 _) wh(w) 1,2(r,<p) = -2 . exp 2 wz+w z ( . )( . n~ • w-~e"' w-~e "') dw, 
P,.P, 
where 
0 
(7.5) h(w) = exp ...2::_. J s•-1 l (s+ie-2iB+<>)(s+ie-2iB-o:) d 2 -- og ( . )( . ) 8. nt s•-wv s-~e"' s-te-"' 
ooe-i8 
The result 7.4 with 7.5 is still rather different from our result 4.12. The 
auxiliary function 7.5 is clearly related in some way to our auxiliary 
function H(w) if this is written in the form 5.17. A better correspondence 
is obtained if in 7.4 and 7.5 w and 8 are replaced by exponentials. 
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